
It was Joseph’s first real 

attempt to take his fate 

into his own hands, and it 

failed. Or so it seemed. 

Consider the story so far, 

as set out in last week’s 

parsha. Almost everything 

that happens in Joseph’s 

life falls into two 

categories. The first are 

the things done to him. His 

father loves him more than 

his other sons. He gives 

him a richly embroidered 

cloak. His brothers are 

envious and hate him. His 

father sends him to see 

how the brothers are 

faring, attending the flocks 

far away. He fails to find 

them and has to rely on a 

stranger to point him in 

the right direction. The 

brothers plot to kill him, 

and sell him as a slave. He 

is brought to Egypt. He is 

acquired as a slave by 

Potiphar. Potiphar’s wife 

finds him attractive, 

attempts to seduce him, 

and having failed, falsely accuses 

him of rape, as a result of which 

he is imprisoned. This is 

extraordinary. Joseph is the 

center of attention whenever, as 

it were, he is onstage, and yet 

he is, time and again, the done&

to rather than the doer, an 

object of other people’s actions 

rather than the subject of his 

own. 

 

The second category is more 

remarkable still. Joseph does do 

things. He runs Potiphar’s 

household. He organizes a 

prison. He interprets the 

steward’s and baker’s dreams. 

But, in a unique sequence of 

descriptions, the Torah explicitly 

attributes his actions and their 

success to God. Here is Joseph in 

Potiphar’s house: God was with 

Joseph, and He made him very 

successful.  Soon he was working 

in his master’s own house. His 

master realized that God was 

with [Joseph], and that God 

granted success to everything he 

did (39:2&3). As soon as [his 

master] had placed him in 

charge of his household and 

possessions, God blessed the 

Egyptian because of Joseph.  

God’s blessing was in all [the 

Egyptian] had, both in the house 

and the field. (39:5) Here is 

Joseph in prison: God was with 

Joseph, and He showed him 

kindness, making him find favor 

with the warden of the dungeon. 

Soon, the warden had placed all 

the prisoners in the dungeon 

under Joseph’s charge. [Joseph] 

took care of everything that had 
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to be done. The warden did 

not have to look after 

anything that was under 

[Joseph’s] care. God was with 

[Joseph], and God granted 

him success in everything he 

did (39:21&23). And here is 

Joseph interpreting dreams: 

‘Interpretations are God’s 

business,’ replied Joseph. ‘If 

you want to, tell me about 

[your dreams].’ (40:8) 

 

Of no other figure in Tanakh 

is this said so clearly, 

consistently and repeatedly. 

Joseph seems decisive, 

organized and successful and 

so he appeared to others. 

But, says the Torah, it was 

not him but God who was 

responsible both for what he 

did and for its success. Even 

when he resists the advances 

of Potiphar’s wife, he makes it 

explicit that it is God who 

makes what she wants 

morally impossible: “How 

could I do such a great 

wrong? It would be a sin 

before God!”(39:9) The only 

act clearly attributed to him 

occurs at the very start of the 

story, when he brings a “bad 

report” about his brothers, 

the sons of Bilhah and Zilpah 

the handmaids. (39:2) This 

apart, every twist and turn of 

his constantly changing fate is 

the result of someone else’s 

act, either that of another 

human or of God (as for 

Joseph’s dreams – were they 

a Divine intimation or a 

product of his own  
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Welcomes your questions about mikvah,           

observance of taharat mishpacha (halacha relating 

to married life) and women’s health, as it connects 
to Jewish law. Reach out to her at: 

Phone: 516.415.1111 

Email: ��������	����������������������������������������������������

All conversations�and emails are kept confidential.                        

imagination? – that is another story for another time). That is 

why we sit up and take notice when, at the end of the of the 

previous parsha, Joseph takes destiny into his own hands.  

Having told the chief steward that in three days he would be 

pardoned by Pharaoh and restored to his former position, and 

having no doubt at all that this would happen, he asks him to 

plead his cause with Pharaoh and secure his freedom:“When 

things go well for you, just remember that I was with you. Do 

me a favor and say something about me to Pharaoh. Perhaps 

you will be able to get me out of this place.” (40:14) What     

happens? “The chief steward did not remember Joseph. He    

forgot about him.” (40:23) The doubling of the verb is powerful. 

He did not remember. He forgot. The one time Joseph tries to 

be the author of his own story, he fails. The failure is decisive. 

Tradition added one final touch to the drama. It ended the  

parsha of Vayeshev with those words, leaving us at the point 

that his hopes are dashed. Will he rise to greatness? Will his 

dreams come true? The question “What happens next?” is               

intense, and we have to wait a week to know. 

 

Time passes and with the utmost improbability (Pharaoh too 

has dreams, and none of his magicians or wise men can                   

interpret them – itself odd, since dream interpretation was a 

specialty of the ancient Egyptians), we learn the answer. “Two 

full years passed.” Those, the words with which our parsha 

begins, are the key phrase. What Joseph sought to happen, 

happened. He did leave the prison. He was set free. But not 

until two full years had passed. Between the attempt and the 

outcome, something intervened. That is the significance of the 

lapse of time. Joseph planned his release, and he was released, 

but not because he planned it. His own attempt ended in               

failure. The steward forgot all about him. But God did not forget 

about him. God, not Joseph, brought about the sequence of 

events – specifically Pharaoh’s dreams – that led to his release.  

What we want to happen, happens, but not always when we 

expect, or in the way we expect, or merely because we wanted  

it to happen. God is the co&author of the script of our life, and 

sometimes – as here – He reminds us of this by making us 

wait and taking us by surprise. 

 

That is the paradox of the human condition as understood by 

Judaism. On the one hand we are free. No religion has so            

emphatically insisted on human freedom and responsibility.    

Adam and Eve were free not to sin. Cain was free not to kill 

Abel. We make excuses for our failures – it wasn’t me; it was 

someone else’s fault; I couldn’t help it. But these are just that: 

excuses. It isn’t so. We are free and we do bear responsibility. 

Yet, as Hamlet said: “There’s a divinity that shapes our ends/ 

Rough&hew them how we will.” God is intimately involved in 

our life. Looking back in middle& or old age, we can often         

discern, dimly through the mist of the past, that a story was 

taking shape, a destiny slowly emerging, guided in part by 

events beyond our control. We could not have foreseen that 

this accident, that illness, this failure, that seemingly chance 

encounter, years ago, would have led us in this direction. Yet 

now in retrospect it can seem as if we were a chess piece 

moved by an invisible hand that knew exactly where it wanted 

us to be. 

 

It was this view, according to Josephus, that distinguished the 

Pharisees (the architects of what we call rabbinic Judaism) 

from the Sadducees and the Essenes. The Sadducees denied 

fate. They said God does not intervene in our lives. The                  

Essenes attributed all to fate. They believed that everything we 

do has been predestined by God. The Pharisees believed in 

both fate and free will. “It was God’s good pleasure that there 

should be a fusion [of divine providence and human choice] 

and that the will of man with his virtue and vice should be  

admitted to the council&chamber of fate” (Antiquities, xviii, 1, 

3). 

 

Nowhere is this clearer than in the life of Joseph as told in 

Bereishit, and nowhere more so than in the sequence of events 

told at the end of last week’s parsha and the beginning of this. 

Without Joseph’s acts – his interpretation of the steward’s 

dream and his plea for freedom – he would not have left 

prison. But without divine intervention in the form of Pharaoh’s 

dreams, it would also not have happened. This is the                           

paradoxical interplay of fate and freewill. As Rabbi Akiva said: 

“All is foreseen yet freedom of choice is given” (Avot 3:15). 

Isaac Bashevis Singer put it wittily: “We have to believe in free 

will: we have no choice.” We and God are co&authors of the 

human story. Without our efforts we can achieve nothing. But 

without God’s help we can achieve nothing either. Judaism 

found a simple way of resolving the paradox. For the bad we 

do, we take responsibility. For the good we achieve, we thank 

God. Joseph is our mentor. When he is forced to act harshly he 

weeps. But when he tells his brothers of his success he                  

attributes it to God. That is how we too should live. 
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It is customary to eat milk foods because Yehudit, daughter of Yochanan the High Priest, was taken to be defiled by 
the Greek ruler Holofernes. She fed him cheese (to make him thirsty) and wine (to quench his thirst); and after               
getting him drunk she killed him. This was one of the events that sparked the Maccabean uprising. Food fried in oil 
is also eaten to commemorate the miracle of the Menorah. Latkes and donuts are the most common foods. 
 
The minimum obligation is that every household should have one candle burning every night. It is customary to be                    

scrupulous regarding this ��������	to have one candle on the first night and an additional candle every night (1&8), 
and for everyone in the house as well. 
 
Any type of oil is acceptable for use in the �
����, however, it is best to use olive oil. The �
����	should be   
similar to the �
����	in the Temple and therefore electric menorahs should not be used. Wax candles are also             
acceptable, providing they have a single wick. 
 
If a number of people are lighting in one household they should make a slight separation between their �
�����  
so that there is no confusion to the observer as to the number of candles. Ideally, the �
����	should be placed 
outside the house to the left of the entrance. Since anti&Semitism was so common throughout Jewish history it         

became customary among may communities to place the �
����	inside the house, near the entrance or on the 
table. In many families it is the custom to place the �
����	in a window facing the public, especially where many 
people share one entrance (e.g., apartment building). In Israel it is customary to light outside in a special box that 
prevents the flames from blowing out. 
 
The �
����	should be no lower than three �
������ from the floor (approx. 10.5 inches or 27cm) and should be 
no higher than 20 ����	from ground level (35.5 ft or 10.8 m). Ideally, it should be about 10 �
������	high (35 
inches or 90 cm). The �
����	should have all the candle or wicks on the same level, none higher or lower than the 
others. 
 

It is customary to have an additional candle (the �������) with which to light the other candles and in order to use 
it’s light. The �������	should be placed in a way that shows that it is not one of the Chanukah candles. It is                         
forbidden to derive benefit from the light of the �
����	just as it was forbidden to derive benefit from the �
����	
in the Temple, and also in order to show that its purpose of the �
����	is for a ��������	not just for illumination. 
 
There are different customs as to the lighting of the �
�����	Some light at sunset. Some light about ten minutes 
after sunset and some light 1/2 hour after. Some specifically light after the evening service is recited (������� It is 
obligatory to put in enough oil, or a long enough candle to burn for at least 1/2 hour after nightfall (i.e. the                              
appearance of three medium size stars). In exceptional circumstances one may light one and a quarter hours          
before sunset with a blessing. (However one should be careful to put in more oil or to use longer candles). If                      

possible it is better to appoint an agent to light candles at the correct time, than to light early. If one forgot or was 
not able to light at the correct time, one may light as long as people are still awake in the house in which one is 
lighting. It is best to light in the presence of many people in order to publicize the miracle. 
 
All the blessings should be recited before actually lighting the candles. First light the �������	before the blessings 
to avoid delay. It is forbidden to speak between the recitation of the blessings and the completion of candle                       
lighting. “���
���	�������	is recited either during or after the lighting of the additional candles. “����	���																												
�
������� is then sung. Place first candle on the extreme right of the Menorah. On the second night add a candle on 
the left. Light the newest candle first and proceed to the right. 
 

The �
���� should not be moved after is has been lit. If the �
���� was lit in accordance with the requirements 
of Jewish law and it was extinguished, one is not obligated to relight it, but one may relight it without reciting a              
blessing. If the �
���� was not lit properly in the first place, or was lit in a windy place and blew out then one is 
obligated to relight if it went out within 1/2 hour after nightfall. 
 
On Friday afternoon, the Chanukah candles should be lit before the Shabbat candle&lighting time. Remember to put 
in more oil or bigger candles on Friday, so that they burn 1/2 hour after nightfall. Try to light just before the                 
Shabbat candles, (without of course delaying the lighting of the Shabbat candles). 
 
After Shabbat one should first recite ��������, then light the Chanukah candles. One may not use the �
���� as 

the candle for ��������. 
 
If one is a guest at someone’s house (and staying there), one should give the owner a small amount of money to 
buy a  portion in their candles and one may fulfill the obligation through the owner. Alternatively the guest may 
light his own �
����. If one is eating out then one should light the �
���� at their place of residence. 
 
It is customary to light a �
���� in the Synagogue every evening. It is placed at the southern wall of the                     
Synagogue, in imitation of the �
���� in the Temple in Jerusalem. 
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Our next meeting is ��/���/��0�,����1���23���from 

22435674554�Chanukah festivities. 

���& $��!%����%�%�--&�)���"����

��/���/���4�256278�(����/���4�263. He can always be 

reached via 516.637.3674 or dpolakoff@gns.org.  
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December 13: Chaverim Center 

December 13: Chanukah Laser Light Show 

December 16: Shabbat Speaker: Rabbi Steven Burg 

December 16: Chanukah Youth Bash 

December 16: Mother/Daughter Tefillah 

'�����(�9�to #����-���������on the Bat Mitzvah of her    

granddaughter, $����, daughter of �����*�%�1�������:����.  

'�����(�9�to '�����*�,������������ on the Bat Mitzvah of 

their daughter  ������. 

'�����(�9�to �����*�;���������on the engagement of their son 

�/�� to -����
�����1����of Los Angeles.  

 ��!"����'&�
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��/���/���������,����23������<435���:  

A Chanukah Wondergy Laser Light Show. Doors open at 6:30 

with food available for purchase. Show starts at 7:00 pm 

sharp! Please reserve your spot at mtwersky@gns.org.  
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Our yearly fundraising for the Great Neck Eiruv will be in         

January. We depend on your generosity to maintain our Eiruv. 

The minimum suggested donation will remain at $180.00, 

though, if you are able, a larger donation would be GREATLY 

appreciated. If you would like to make your fully tax deductible 

charitable donation before year end, you may do so by either:  

�� Mailing a check to G N Eiruv Association, P.O. Box 234243, 

Great Neck, NY 11023  

-� Donating online at: http://greatneckeiruv.org/donate  

Thank you in advance for help to maintain our Eiruv. 

)�%��%�'$$(&�����%��!�$�����)$ 

Please join us for a Sushi and wine evening to learn more about 

a unique girls home and orphanage in Netanya, Israel, Bayit 

v’tikvah (House of Hope). ��/���9�����0�,����75������=455�

��, hosted by Sharon and Akiva Fishman, 35 Beverly Road. 

(Event Chairs Jonathan Muller, Andrew Feldschreiber and Akiva 

Fishman). Presentation by executive director Rabbi Brian Thau 

for American Friends of House of Hope. 

%�--&�& �&�($%��

If you would like to invite our rabbinic intern, �����*������

%�1�� for a Shabbat meal, please contact them at 

917.500.1411. They will be here for Shabbat on:  

,����73�/8�;����23���*�7>��8���1��25���*�2>�����

�����/��0�7=�"����9�

Jeffrey Pittell for Dr. Robert Pittell 

Donna Schwechter for Myer Tulkoff 

���/��0�7?�"����9�

Helaine Helmreich for Harry Gewirtz 

'��/��0�35�"����9�

Edith Lubin for Annie Goldberg 

Gary Orbach for Mark Orbach 

Cheryl Silverman for Mark Orbach 

Drora Brody for Mazal Yefet 

(���/��0�2�(�9���

Chava Shalmon for Yosef Griszpan 

Steven Kashan for Ezra Kashan 

Stuart Schwartz for Herbert Schwartz 

Martin Sokol for Milton Sokol 

Gerald Traub for Emil Traub 

��/���/��0�7�(�9���

Alla Landa for Leo Fleysher 

Joseph Hyman for Leon Hyman 

Joe Rosenthal for Paul Rosenthal 

(����/��0�3�(�9���

Doreen Zobel for Harry Geist 

Leonard Kahn for Robert Kahn 

Leo Mindick for Israel Mindick 

Joan Katz for Nathan William Rezak 

Joan Katz for Max Sadinoff 

Susan Frisch for Felix Samelson 

Lev Dynkin for Rakhil Shifman 

Semyon Dynkin for Rakhil Shifman 

Jerrald Weinstein for Morris Weinstein 

���/��0�@�(�9���

Israel Freeman for Naftali Ben Alter & Rifka 

Chaya Gilad for Naftali Freeman 

Judy Soleimani for Lilly Hajdu 

Phyllis Weinberg for Louis Tabachnick 

Baruch Toledano for Jamila Toledano 

Paul Brody for Miriam Weiner 

��'$�A��($�&���

Women’s Tefila will meet this Shabbat in honor of the Bat 

Mitzvah of  �������������, sponsored by '�����*�,������

������. 
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The Search Committee has been working hard to find our 

shul's next Chazzan.  Our work has been divided into three 

main stages.   

In the first stage, we considered the resumes and recordings 

of applicants for the position.  We narrowed down our list to 

the top&10 (although we are continuing to receive and                 

consider additional applicants).   

In the second stage, we are meeting each of those top&10 

candidates in  person, interviewing them, and asking them to 

sing for the Committee in the main sanctuary of the shul.  This 

second stage is ongoing.   

In the third stage, we anticipate bringing the top few                             

candidates to the shul for "probas" (i.e., auditions) on a     

Shabbat so the entire shul membership will be able to hear the 

top candidates, meet them, and provide feedback.  

'$�A�� �!-�,���($��(��($��&#�� $�$,��!�,�

The Synagogue would like to thank the Men’s Club. As a result 

of the recent announcement of the Shiva Fund (which assists 

Shiva families with meals and whatever may be needed)         

running low, the GNS Men’s Club has contributed $1,800 to 

begin its replenishment. You can also make a donation to the 

fund by sending a check to the Synagogue made out to the 

GNS Shiva Chesed Fund or online at https://www.gns.org/

about/affiliates/shivachesed/shiva.     


